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Why Deep Packet Inspection Matters 
A lot of technologies are hyping the use of artificial intelligence (AI) to improve their ability to 

identify anomalous device behavior that is potentially indicative of malicious activity. The key is 

that AI can only improve upon the base information it has to work with and learn from - in clinical 

networks, that information is typically not that informative. 

 General technologies don’t have the visibility or understanding of the clinical and medical Internet of 

Things (IoMT) devices connecting to the network to be able to determine what is normal and what is 

not. They don’t know whether a device is an MRI, IV pump, or a patient monitor, and they have little 

understanding of the proprietary protocols and clinical workflows that are 

being used. As a result, an alert on a device connecting to another 

device, simply because it is a new connection, without clinical context of 

what that device is and whether or not the communication is expected 

provides very limited value to a healthcare delivery organization. 

What’s needed is a way to understand at a very detailed level what the 

device is, what it should be doing, and what workflows it is involved in, so it is very clear when it 

deviates from the norm. This is what deep packet inspection (DPI) enables - and it’s the basis for 

Medigate’s ability to hone in on those things that matter in the clinical network. DPI’s 

deterministic capabilities are the foil to AI’s probabilistic capabilities and that makes all the 

difference when protecting clinical networks. 

DPI for Complete Device Visibility 
Medigate’s DPI-based approach to visibility stands in contrast to the prevalent probabilistic, AI-

based methods. The Medigate Research team has delved into protocol specifications, 

manufacturer instructions, and device architecture documentation to get the deepest 

understanding of medical device communications and operations under normal, as-intended 

conditions. Leveraging this knowledge, Medigate has developed unique techniques to extract 

numerous technical attributes, such as OS, app version, firmware version, serial numbers, and 

unique device identifiers, among others, and obtain highly granular device identifications from 

passively collected network traffic. 

Looking at the DPI process holistically, it can be broken down into three stages: capturing, parsing and 

analyzing. 
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Capture 
First, Medigate collects relevant medical device communication 

streams, notably between               devices and their respective application 

servers located in the hospital’s data center, from central network 

choke points. The platform avoids actively scanning medical 

devices, due to their sensitive nature, but upon the hospital’s 

request, Medigate can perform active collection, through SNMP, 

WMI, tailored OS scans, and banner grabbing, among other 

techniques, to obtain device attributes          that were unavailable 

during the passive collection. 

Parse 
Medigate then draws insights from Medigate’s knowledge base, 

which is the industry’s largest collection of detailed IoT and IoMT 

protocol research and clinical communication workflows, to 

identify what’s in each and every part of the communication 

stream. Standard protocols, such as DICOM offer external 

documentation, but require specialized expertise to navigate, 

while many devices communicate using proprietary protocols for 

which no public documentation exists. In these cases, Medigate 

has to delineate the protocol based solely on the data or by 

reverse-engineering the device to extract the inner workings of 

the protocols it uses. 

Analyze 
Finally, once every part of the communication traffic is identified, 

Medigate extracts the attributes of interest for analysis. Some 

attributes, like a unique device identifier, are easily obtained once the 

protocol is thoroughly parsed, but a complete identification often 

requires cross- referencing information from different communication 

streams, manufacturer guidelines, and protocol documentation, to 

derive features, such as model, OS, and location. 
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Protocol parsing illustration: A packet sent by a DraegerInfinity Docking Station over UDP port 
2150 captured via Wireshark, with encapsulated traffic from a Draeger Patient Monitor. 

The following examples of DPI techniques demonstrate the entire process for medical and IoT devices. 

Example 1: LIS2-A2 / ASTM-1394 
The LIS2-A2 protocol, also known as ASTM-1394, is a standard protocol for lab devices. It was 

originally formulated to be used along with the ASTM-1381 framing scheme for communication 

over a serial port. With the advent of network-aware labs, manufacturers extended the protocol 

into the TCP/IP domain, via serial to Ethernet converters, which are either external or embedded 

in the device. More rarely, this protocol uses a new network-based implementation. Typical 

implementations restrict the communication to a pair of static IP addresses and fixed TCP ports, 

with the hospital’s Lab Information System (LIS) acting as a transport-layer server. 

The following TCP stream was captured in a clinical network by the Medigate Collection 

Server, which then parsed the TCP stream to obtain a basic identification of the originating lab 

device. 
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True to their serial heritage, LIS2 messages over TCP tend to be short. In this stream, each 

message contains only around 20 bytes of data! Here is an excerpt from the full TCP stream: 

When the ASTM-1381 and ASTM-1394 standards are studied, the structure of the data stream 

above can  be understood and the parts containing relevant data extracted. For example, the 0x5 

and 0x6 bytes in purple are ASCII for ENQ (enquiry)  and ACK (acknowledgement) , which is a 

standard pair of ‘keepalive’ messages from the days of serial connections. This confirms the 

protocol is transcribed as-is from its serial form, including the ASTM-1381 framing. Further 

evidence for this identification is provided in blue: the STX (0x2, start transmission)  and frame 

number (ASCII '1')  at the beginning, and the ETB (0x17, end transmission block) , checksum of 

0x20 (ASCII ‘20’)  and CR/LF pair at the end. 

Having confirmed the stream contains a LIS2-A2 communication, Medigate can convert it back to 

its textual form to extract more relevant data: 
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All the ASTM-1381 framing data is in purple. The ASTM-1394 messages are divided into 

segments, beginning with a letter that indicates the segment type, followed by its fields. The 

form [LETTER]|FIELD1|FIELD2|... is now clearly recognizable in this stream. A part of the 

message (marked by three dots) has been redacted for brevity. 

The segment types that appear in this message are: 

• H - the header. The first segment of every ASTM-1394 message.

• L - the trailer. The last segment of every ASTM-1394 message

• P - patient information. This will always be discarded.

• C - comment. This will always be discarded.

• O - test order. This will always be discarded.

• R - result Everything, but the last field will always be discarded - the last field contains the

equipment identifier, which is relevant to analysis.

As the ‘P’ segment indicates, these messages may contain personal health information (PHI) (this 

specific stream was de-identified for display purposes). To avoid any PHI processing, Medigate 

simply discards any field permitted by the protocol to contain PHI during parsing. Thus, PHI is not 
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available for further analysis by Medigate beyond the Collection Server and never leaves the 

hospital’s network. 

Medigate can derive two interesting attributes of the device from this simple message: 
1. The fourth field of the H segment, Sender ID (in orange above) can be used to identify

the Cobas 6000 Analyzer from Roche Diagnostics (in CE configuration).
2. The Cobas analyzer itself consists of several modules. In this case, the equipment identifier

(R segments, ISE1 in red) indicates the specific module that performed the test (in this
case, it was the ISE module). Were it to state 'P1', it could be noted that it was the c501

module instead, and so forth. One use of this information is compiling utilization metrics

on a per-module basis.

Medigate can perform these identifications because of the extensive research its Research team 

has done into the ASTM-1394 protocol and the workflows of lab devices. This is why from a single 

connection, Medigate can detect not only the Cobas 6000 Analyzer (parent device) , but also the 

individual Cobas modules that were involved, while avoiding any PHI extraction or any impact to 

operations. 

Example 2: Tridium Building Automation Systems 
Tridium is the developer of the Niagara Framework, a universal software infrastructure that allows 

building  control integrators and mechanical contractors to build applications for accessing, 

automating, and controlling smart devices. Tridium Niagara Fox is among the key protocols used 

for communications between the components of a building’s automation system, running over 

TCP port 1911. 

By researching the structure of the various Fox messages, Medigate was able to identify one 

type of message that the Tridium components exchange occasionally, which contains information 

that can help identify the model and OS versions of the devices. 

The message always starts with the following byte sequence: 66 6f 78 20 61 20 32 34 33 36 34 

30 20 2d 31 20. The full textual version of a sample message can be seen below. 
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Referring to Tridium documentation, Medigate was able to match the host Model field to a specific 

model. For example, ‘JVLN’ indicates model JACE-7000, and ‘NPM6’ corresponds to JACE-6E/JACE-

603/JACE- 645. Similarly, Medigate knows that if the field ‘version=s’ is greater than 4, the sending 

device is a Niagara 4 Supervisor, whereas a lower value indicates a Niagara AX Supervisor. The OS 

name and version are easier to obtain as they simply appear ‘as is’ in the packet. 

Conclusion 
These basic examples for both medical and IoT devices are just two of 100+ clinical, IoT, and IT 

protocols  the Medigate Research team has been extensively studying to grow the industry’s 

largest knowledge base  to cover even more networks and even more device types. This expertise 

is used to build parsers that automatically dissect the network traffic that passes through the 

Medigate Platform to obtain the relevant information needed to create comprehensive, granular 

device identifications. This method also allows Medigate to avoid processing any PHI or 

personally identifiable information (PII) , as the fields that contain this type of data are purposefully 

excluded from parsing and analysis. Medigate’s DPI techniques enable the platform to extract only 

the data needed to build complete device profiles, delivering unparalleled visibility in clinical 

networks that healthcare delivery organizations can rely on. 
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About Medigate 
 

Medigate provides award-winning cybersecurity for  

connected devices in hospitals. The platform combines a  

deep understanding of manufacturers’ protocols and clinical  

workflows with cybersecurity expertise to deliver comprehensive  

and accurate identification, contextual anomaly detection,  

and clinical policy enforcement. The resulting automated,  

rule-based clinically-driven security policies keep patients,  

networks, and PHI safe. 
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